Across
2. something that someone likes or does, or that is fashionable, for a short time (n)
5. to make someone suffer because he/she has done something wrong (v)
6. a strong feeling (n)
9. a prize given for a special reason (n)
10. 1950s, 1960s (n) [2 words]
13. ashamed in front of other people (adj)

Down
1. a player on a sports team who tries to stop the ball from entering the goal (n)
3. a bright flash of light in the sky caused by electricity during a thunderstorm (n)
4. a game of throwing and receiving a ball (n)
5. feeling pleased with something you've done well (adj)
7. 12 o'clock at night (n)
8. responsibility for a mistake (n)
11. frightened (adj)
12. to produce tears from your eyes (v)